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Abstract

In this paper I present data from several Niger Congo languages, illustrat-
ing how the paradigms which make up the noun class systems of these lan-
guages are problematic to analyze within traditional morphosyntactic frame-
works. I outline possible solutions to this problem, and argue for the intro-
duction of an exemplar-based Word and Paradigm (Blevins 2006) approach
to morphology within SBCG. I then outline the consequences of this ap-
proach for the structure of the SBCG lexicon.

1 Introduction

The Niger-Congo family is perhaps most well known for the distinctive noun class
systems which can be found in many of its languages. Although there is consid-
erable diversity to be found within the family itself, comparative research on noun
classes has revealed something of a distinctive “Niger-Congo type“ of noun class.
The features of this type make Niger-Congo noun classes quite different from fa-
miliar gender and number systems of the Indo-European family. In particular, I
argue that there is little evidence to accept the traditional dichotomy of inflectional
and derivational morphological processes referred to as “split-morphology.”

The remainder of this paper will proceed as follows. Section 2 reviews the
assumptions commonly made in morphological theory. Section 3 illustrates the
properties typical of Niger-Congo noun class systems. Sections 4 and 5 examine in
more detail two features of Niger-Congo noun class systems which are particularly
problematic for a split morphological analysis. Section 6 reviews two modern
approaches to paradigmatic structure in morphological theory. Finally, Section 7
outlines the formal analysis proposed for Niger-Congo noun class systems.

2 Assumptions of (Split-)Morphological Theory

Most morphological theory, including that which is currently employed within
Sign-Based Construction Grammar (Sag, 2012), often differentiates between in-
flectional and derivational processes. This division is referred to as “split morphol-
ogy” by Bauer (1997). In SBCG, this distinction is explicitly represented in the
hierarchy of construct(ion) types, as shown here:

†I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments on this paper. I would
also like to thank Rui Chaves and Jeff Good for their comments on previous versions of this paper.
Lastly, I would like to thank the participants of the conference for the stimulating discussion.
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construct

phrasal-cxt

...

lexical-cxt

postinfl-cxt

...

infl-cxt

...

deriv-cxt

...

Figure 1: SBCG Construct Types

This traditional division of inflection and derivation has been defined and sup-
ported by a number of different criteria, outlined in Stump (2005) and adapted
here:

1. Derivation can change part-of-speech class, while inflection cannot

2. Inflection applies to a category without exception; derivation applies sporad-
ically

3. Inflection is semantically regular; derivation is frequently less than fully se-
mantically regular

4. Inflection is syntactically determined; derivation is not

5. Derivational processes apply before inflectional processes

A central assumption of split morphology is the distinction between word and
lexeme. Inflectional constructions are said to create words from a lexeme, whereas
derivational constructions are said to create new lexemes from old ones. Booij
(2012, 5) bases this distinction on what is referred to as an “intuitive difference”
between the relationship between words such as walks and walking on the one hand
and tax and taxable on the other.

This distinction between word and lexeme is also assumed in SBCG, and is
represented in the type signatures of the infl-cxt and deriv-cxt:

(1) Split Morphology in SBCG (Sag, 2012):

infl-cxt⇒

[
MTR word
DTR list(lexeme)

]

deriv-cxt⇒

[
MTR lexeme
DTR list(lex-sign)

]

A final assumption made in most morphological theory is that a theory which
is able to describe more language types is superior to one which describes fewer
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language types. Here, however, this assumption will not be made, since a an aspect
of the morphological theory may be motivated by data from one language, but not
for another. Here I assume that languages which present different morphological
systems may call for substantially different types of analyses.

3 Typology of Niger-Congo Noun Class Systems

Although noun classes can certainly be found outside of the Niger-Congo family,
there are a set of properties common in Niger-Congo noun class languages which
give the appearance of distinctive type. These properties, outlined by Kießling
(2013, 44-45), are listed below.

1. All nouns are assigned to a limited set of noun classes

2. All nouns control, by virtue of their assignment to a class, a system of con-
cordial agreement which penetrates vast sections of the morphosyntax

3. Class assignment is governed by semantic principles so that classes could
be described as semantic networks, but not necessarily synchronically ac-
tive/cognitively real (Dingemanse, 2006, 22-23)

4. Most noun classes form singular-plural pairs or genders

To illustrate these properties please consider the noun class system of Otoro, a
Kordofanian language (Stevenson, 2009), outlined below.

SING PLUR

gw- li-
j-

li- Nw-
g-
D- d-

ny-N-
n-

y-
Ni-
Di-

Figure 2: Otoro Noun Class System
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GEN SING PLUR GLOSS

gw-/li- gwiji liji ‘person’
gw-/j- gwaóe jaóe ‘tree’
g-/j- gilöD jilöD ‘hoe’
D-/j- Dimu jimu ‘scorpion’

Table 1: Example Otoro Paradigms

The diagram in Figure 2 represents the noun class system of Otoro using a
format common to Niger-Congo linguistics. As is often the case in Niger-Congo
noun class systems, there are classes which participate in multiple ‘genders’, such
as gw-, j-, and g-, which form pairs with multiple classes, and D- and y-, which
participate in single and double class genders, (indicated here by the underlining
of the noun class marker). Class markers in the bottom center are never paired.
Unpaired classes are typically found to contain mass nouns, abstracts, and liquids
in Niger-Congo languages.

A characteristic of many noun class languages of the Niger-Congo family is
that number is present semantically, but is not an active morphosyntactic feature
(Welmers, 1973). In Indo-European, there exist patterns, such as subject-verb
agreement, which are sensitive to number, but not gender. In Niger-Congo, how-
ever, systems are often found where there exist no constructions which are sensitive
to number distinct from the feature of noun class.

4 Number as a ‘derivational’ process

Lumun (Smits, 2011) represents a particularly irregular number system. It is schema-
tized below:

SING PLUR

p- k-
t”- l-
t- n-
c- m-
N- ñ-
k- t”-

m- t-
l- ∅-
∅-

Figure 3: Lumun Noun Class System

It is obvious from the diagram that the minor irregularities seen in the Otoro
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noun class system above are far more widespread in Lumun. Note also that many of
the noun class markers are phonologically identical to another marking the opposite
number category.

Noun class markers have three possible functions in the noun class system: to
mark a noun as singular, to mark a noun as plural, or to serve as the class marker of
a one-class noun. Inspection of the Lumun noun class system shows that a majority
of noun class markers performs all three of these functions in the system.

NCM SING NCM PLUR NCM SINGLE NCM
p- X X
t”- X X X
t- X X X
c- X X
k- X X X
m- X X
n- X X
N- X X
ñ- X
l- X X X
∅- X X X

Table 2: Lumun Noun Class Markers and their ‘Genders’

When these facts are combined with the already noted observation that a sin-
gular noun class marker can pair with multiple plural noun class markers (and vice
versa), the result is that any given noun class marker is capable of functioning as a
marker of many different genders. The most extreme example of this is the noun
class marker k-, whose genders are listed below:

GEN SING PLUR GLOSS

k-/∅- kUmmUk UmmUk ‘pot/pots’
k-/t”- kupú t”upú ‘peice of k.o wood/k.o wood’
k-/t- kua tua ‘strand of hair/hair’
k-/ñ- kUkkÚ ñUkkÚ ‘groundnut/ groundnuts’
p-/k- pIra kIra ‘tree/forest’
c-/k- ćıt ḱıt ‘eye/eyes’
∅-/k- IkE kIkE ‘giraffe/giraffes’
k- k@óEt ‘abusive language’

Table 3: The nine ‘genders’ of class marker k-

This noun class marker participates in nine different genders. Looking at the
system as a whole, there are no less than twenty-six genders from only eleven
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phonologically distinct noun class markers. Furthermore, the number distinctions
in these genders are not semantically regular. Rather than just straightforward sin-
gular and plural meaning, many of these noun class markers bear the functions of
singulative and collective as well.

Due to this degree of irregularity, Smits argues that number marking in Lumun
should be considered a derivational rather than inflectional process. This analy-
sis follows a similar analysis of the noun class system of Swahili by Schadeberg
(2001), where it was shown that the noun class system bore more of the properties
typical of derivational morphology than those of inflectional morphology. As a
consequence of each noun class marker being affixed by a derivational process, the
noun class system does not involve genders.

The analyses of Smits and Schadeberg have the advantage of eliminating the
vast accidental homophony that a gender-based analysis would require in the noun
class markers. In addition, the treatment of class rather than gender/number as the
base of the system follows the observation by Welmers (1973) that number does
not seem to be an active morphosyntactic category.

However, the feature of class is active in the agreement of many nominal depen-
dents, not only in the marking of number on nouns themselves. Agreement is gen-
erally considered the inflectional category par excellence. The analyses of Smits
and Schadeberg would consequently treat class marking as derivational within the
nominal domain, but as inflectional within the domain of agreement targets. This
type of asymetry is undesirable, and I propose that a superior analysis involves the
abandonment of the inflection/derivation assumption for morphological systems
such as these.

5 Paradigm Networks

Paradigm networks such as the following can be found throughout the Niger-Congo
family (Hepburn-Gray, 2016).

NC Paradigm -dooma ‘kaba’ -taat ‘annona’
si-/mun- ‘kaba tree’ ‘annona tree’
bu-/i-/di- ‘kaba fruit’ ‘annona fruit’
ja- ‘leaves of the kaba tree’ ‘leaves of the annona tree’

Table 4: Botanical Paradigm Network in Baı̈nounk (Cobbinah, 2013, 319)

In this botanical paradigm network roots referring to specific tree species enter
into different noun class paradigms depending on what part of the plant is being
referenced. One paradigm refers to the tree itself, a second refers to the fruit of
the tree, and a third refers to the leaves of that tree. A second type of paradigm
network is shown below.
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Class Acipu Karishen Kadonho Hausa Gloss
8 c-ćıpù ∅-ŕıs̀ınô d-d́ıpó k-kÓgÓ Person
2 à-ćıpù ò-ŕıs̀ınô ò-d́ıpó ò-kÓgÓ People
1 kò-ŕıs̀ınô kò-d́ıpó Town/Area
6 c̀ı-ćıpù t̀ı-ŕıs̀ınô t̀ı-d́ıpó t̀ı-kÓgÓ Language

Table 5: Ethnic Group Paradigm in Cicipu (McGill, 2007, 61)

This data from Cicipu, a Kainji language, is an example of an ethnic group
paradigm network. Here, a root referring to a certain ethnicity can be associated
with different paradigms to create different “words”, whether this word is referring
to a person of this ethnic group, the language spoken by this group, or the area
inhabited by this group.

The principle problem of class networks such as these for formal models of
morphosyntax is that there is no principled way to identify which of these nouns
should correspond the base lexeme from which the other words are derived. A
possible solution would involve a separate lexeme, from which all of these words
are derived. The problem with this analysis, however, is that this lexeme would
somehow have to be barred from entering into any inflectional construction, since
none of the above words could correspond to this lexeme without first undergoing
a derivational construction.

Koenig (1999, 150) discusses a related example in English, where there appears
to be a lexeme which undergoes a mandatory derivational process. This exam-
ple involves the sets regress/regressive/regression vs. *agress/agressive/agression.
The absence of the verb agress is explained as a missing root, which is only con-
structionally introduced in the agressive/agression constructions. However, it is
not a root that is missing, but rather a fully inflected word which occupies the verb
cell in a derivational paradigm.

6 Paradigms in Morphological Theory

With respect to the modeling of paradigmatic knowledge, Stump & Finkel (2013)
distinguish between the canonical extremes of the PURE WORD-AND-PARADIGM

MORPHOLOGY (PWPM) hypothesis and the PURE EXPONENCE-BASED MORPHOL-
OGY (PEM) hypothesis. These hypotheses differ with respect to the way two
features are represented: inflectional class membership and morphological rules.
These differences are represented in the following table.
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CRITERION PWPM PEM
IC membership represented by means

of a set of lexically
listed principal parts

represented by means
of a diacritic+one or
more stems

Rules implicative rules for-
mulated in terms of re-
alized cells

rules of exponence for-
mulated in terms of
stems

Table 6: Differences between the PWPM and PEM hypotheses (Stump & Finkel,
2013, 265)

Stump and Finkel argue that the first distinction, between the representation of
inflectional class with principal parts or with diacritics, is a false one. They proceed
to use diacritics in their formalism.

As for rules, Stump and Finkel propose a hybrid model in which rules of expo-
nence are the primary method of representing inflectional relations and implicative
rules of referral are used to represent syncretism between paradigm cells. The
choice of rules of exponence as primary is based primarily on stem variation in
Sanskrit. Here, however, it is assumed that the diversity of morphological systems
can correspond to a diversity in types of morphological representation, rules of
exponence are not motivated for the Niger-Congo languages discussed so far.

What Stump and Finkel refer to as “the obvious advantage of compactness”
(Stump & Finkel, 2013, 266) of the diacritic+stem approach is less obvious for
these Niger Congo languages. A inflection class diacritic is certainly compact in
languages with large inflectional paradigms, but for these Niger Congo languages
the paradigm diacritic only specifies two cells, both of which can already be spec-
ified by a single morphosyntactic feature (CLASS).

Furthermore, the introduction of paradigm diacritics would be akin to introduc-
ing the notion of gender to these languages. As was mentioned above, Schadeberg
(2001) and Smits (2011) argue that ’gender-based’ analyses are inappropriate for
Niger-Congo languages such as Swahili and Lumun. The following section will
illustrate the alternate analysis proposed here.

7 Formalism

Based on the issues proposed in the previous sections, I propose here a WORD

AND PARADIGM (Blevins, 2006) model of morphology for these Niger-Congo lan-
guages. In the theory proposed here, a lexeme is not a type of sign. A “lexeme”
is simply the knowledge that a set of words is paradigmatically related, as well as
whatever information is shared among these words. This captures the notion of the
‘abstractive’ lexemes introduced in Blevins (2006), where notions such as stems
and lexemes have no status within the model, but rather are abstractions over sets
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of fully inflected word forms.
The type hierarchy of construction types I propose for Niger-Congo noun class

morphology is presented in Figure 4 below. The paradigm cells of principle parts
are fully stored in the lexicon. Forms of other paradigm cells, be they ‘inflectional’
or ‘derivational’ paradigms, are generated via an analogical construction (an-cxt).
Compound constructions (comp-cxt) are the only morphological construction type
which remains distinct from the analogical constructions, since they necessarily in-
clude multiple words, and therefore represent a hybrid construction between word
and phrase.

construct

phrasal-cxtcomp-cxtan-cxt

...aug-cxtdim-cxt

Figure 4: Construct Types

For the representation of morphological information related to a word, I adapt
the following type signature of the head feature from Koenig (1999).

(2) Head Feature Type Signature:

head⇒

[
LXM lex-prop
μ-FEAT(URES) μ-prop

]
Information shared between word forms of a lexeme is represented in the LXM

attribute. Information that is particular to a specific paradigm cell (or proper subset
of paradigm cells) is represented within the attribute μ-FEAT.

The following is the type signature for the sign type word of a noun in a Niger-
Congo noun class language. The value of the LXM attribute is a valule matrix
containing a label (LBL and a semantic frame (FRAME). The LBL feature is shared
between all words associated with a single lexeme. Reducing the notion of a lex-
eme to this feature is meant to mirror the ‘abstractive’ sense of lexeme taken from
Blevins (2006). The value of the FRAME attribute is a semantic frame representing
whatever semantics are common to all the words of a lexeme.
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(3) Type Signature of Sign type word:

word

MORSYN | HEAD


noun

LXM

[
LBL lxm-lbl
FRAME 1

]
μ-FEAT

[
CLASS class

]


SEM

[
FRAMES 1 ⊕ L

]


The only morphological feature necessary for nouns in these languages is CLASS,

following the analysis of Schadeberg (2001) in which noun class pairs are not
treated as genders, and therefore number is only present as a semantic feature. Here
L represents the (possibly empty) set of semantic frames which may be associated
with a particular paradigm cell.

The figure in (4) illustrates the type signature of the analogical construction.
Different types of an-cxt take the principle part of a lexeme, and associate the mor-
phosyntactic features of the desired paradigm cell with the new word. The phonol-
ogy of the word is determined by a function, which takes as input the phonology of
the principle part and the features of the new paradigm cell. This function contains
the ‘implicative rules’ of the PURE WORD AND PARADIGM MORPHOLOGY ap-
proach, which generates a proportional analogy with the corresponding exemplar
paradigm. The exact nature of this phonological function will not be addressed
here.

(4) Type Signature of an-cxt:

ana-cxt⇒



MTR


word

PHON 〈F( 1 , 2 )〉

CAT

[
LXM 3

μ-FEAT 2

]


DTRS


word

PHON 1

CAT
[

LXM 3

]



An example of an analogical construction is presented below in (5). This con-

struction illustrates the construction for the bu- class of the Baı̈nounk botanical
paradigm network. The daughter of this construction is any word with a frame
corresponding to a tree species. The mother of this construction is a word for the
fruit of this tree species with the corresponding class feature.
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(5) The ’fruit’ construction of the botanical paradigm network:

bu-cxt⇒



MTR



PHON 〈F( 1 , 2 )〉

CAT

[
μ-FEAT 2

[
CLASS bu

]]

SEM

FRAMES

fruit-frame

INDEX i
TREE-SPEC j






DTRS


PHON 1

CAT | HEAD

LXM | FRAME
[

TREE-SPEC j
]

μ-FEAT
[

CLASS si
]





8 Conclusion

This paper has analyzed noun class systems of various Niger-Congo languages.
These systems exhibit properties which make them quite different from gender sys-
tems of familiar Indo-European languages. The argument was made that the these
differences where substantial enough to result in morphological systems where the
typical distinction between inflectional and derivational morphological processes is
unmotivated. Furthermore it was argued that these systems are most economically
modeled using a Word and Paradigm model of morphology. Finally, a formal-
ism incorporating this Word and Paradigm approach into Sign-Based Construction
Grammar was briefly sketched. There is plenty of room for further work which will
more fully flesh out the formalism, especially the exact nature of the implicative
rules and phonological functions which generate non-exemplar word forms.
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